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Introducing Isabel, aka Bunjitsu Bunny! She is the BEST bunjitsu artist in her school, and she can

throw farther, kick higher, and hit harder than anyone else! But she never hurts another creature . . .

unless she has to. This series of brief stories about Isabel's adventures are a beguiling combination

of child-friendly scenarios and Eastern wisdom perfect for the youngest readers.Tales of Bunjitsu

Bunny, written and illustrated by John Himmelman, is the first in a series of books about a smart

young bunny faced with different challenges. The lively story about a kind and wise rabbit, with

two-color illustrations, will appeal to young martial arts fans.
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â€œ* Cleverly wrapped in an entertaining package, the zen-type morals are edifying but not preachy

and serve to genuinely enrich the stories.â€• â€•The Horn Book, STARRED REVIEWâ€œHimmelman

simplifies his picture-book style with calligraphic black lines and delivers a series of Zen lessons

touched with gentle humor.â€• â€•Kirkus Reviewsâ€œHimmelman tells delightful short stories about a

little bunny named Isabel, who is mighty in spirit . . . makes for a good read-aloud.â€• â€•School

Library Journalâ€œSpare ink illustrations appear on every page, skillfully balancing humor, bunjitsu

action, and understated grace. Like Isabel herself, this one's a winner in unexpected ways.â€•



â€•Publishers Weekly

John Himmelman is the author and illustrator of more than seventy-five books for children, including

Chickens to the Rescue, Duck to the Rescue, Katie Loves the Kittens, and Katie and the Puppy

Next Door. As a martial arts student and instructor, he has a lot of experience with the human

version of bunjitsu. He lives in Connecticut with his artist wife, Betsy.

5/5 stars. I am reading this book to the second graders in the media center each week after we

check out books. They love it! I love the little lessons woven into each chapter. This is a great

selection for reading aloud. Each chapter can stand on its own so it is okay to stop at the end of any

chapter and pick the book up again the following week.

These stories are nice because they are short and sweet, which doesn't allow kids time to get bored

and in fact leaves them asking for "just one more!!". The messages are subtle, so it doesn't feel

preachy although it is giving very powerful messages. The way that Bunjitsu Bunny is presented is

perfect for my 6 y.o. daughter. She always wants to be the best at everything, and Bunjitsu Bunny is

a great example of humble confidence. I will be buying more books from this series, as we finished

this one within a couple nights.

My 6 year old son likes this book, despite the bunny being a girl. He reads well but has difficulty

understanding and explaining sequence of events and main ideas sometimes. The content is not

too difficult and has meaningful lessons that we can discuss afterwards (unlike the other books he

reads that are about farts, boys pulling pranks, etc.) It's great because the chapters are more like

mini books, so he can read one day and then come back to it later and not have to remember what

the story was about.

When the bunny was knocked down he was really strong and got back up. It made me want to be

the bunny. There was a promise to be made to be a good artist, to make someone smile, be friendly

to a friend. I really liked this book I would like to read more about Bunjitsu Bunny.This review was

written by my grandson.

My grandson loves to get "mail"! And what could be better then a book!



Great read and pictures

Recommend this book to any child (and adults ). Absolutely wonderful. Can't wait for the next one

Our seven year old daughter loves this book. She's read and reread it a few times. Definitely

recommend it.
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